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Abstract—Under certain conditions, accelerator data
structures significantly reduce a raytracer’s runtime. But for

most of them, unfortunately, the literature does not provide
any a priori indication of whether or not they yield any
speedup at all in a particular scene. For others though,
the literature does provide lower bounds, but those accel-
erators are of rather theoretical utility. A straight forward
analysis indicates that both the sequential processing and
memory accesses constitute an inherent bottleneck for any
of the software-centered raytracers. By contrast, this paper
proposes a parallel hardware architecture, which renders a
scene in constant time O(1) per ray, regardless of the scene’s
size and complexity. A prototypical implementation on a
field-programmable gate array validates the architecture’s
feasibility and provides first laboratory results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Raytracing is a technique that was originally developed

for the design and analysis of optical systems. Rather

than solving complex mathematical equations, raytracing

algorithms calculate how a small number of selected

rays make their way through lenses and mirrors. This

method provides an efficient approximation technique for

designing and analyzing complex visual systems.

The field of computer graphics is concerned with a very

similar task called rendering. Rendering calculates how a

camera observes a scene that consists of various objects

and light sources. The final result of this calculation is

an image that shows the scene from a camera’s point of

view.

Fig. 1. A primary ray comes from the right. At the point of intersection
with the triangle, three secondary rays are spawned: a reflection, a
shadow, and a refraction ray.

The algorithmic realization of raytracing is straightfor-

ward. Starting at a camera, rays are traced into the scene,

where their first intersection with any of the objects is

determined. As Figure 1 shows, such an intersection leads

to three effects: refraction, reflection, and shadowing.

These three secondary rays are then shot through the

very same scene. Since the secondary rays do not differ

from the primary ones and since all rays are inherently

independent from each other, they can be processed in

the very same way. This recursion terminates if either

a preset recursion depth is reached, the ray does not

hit any object, or the ray’s light contribution to the

image becomes insignificant. This simple lighting model

is usually attributed to Whitted [1]; alternative models are

provided by the pertinent literature [2], [3], [4].

The computational complexity and thus the execution

time of the rendering process originates from the problem

of determining the nearest intersection of a ray with any of

the objects. In the naive case, the rendering algorithm tests

every object for a possible intersection, which requires

Ω(n) time per ray for a scene utilizing n primitives to
model all its objects.

To reduce the number of intersection tests and thus the

rendering time, previous research has developed numer-

ous accelerator data structures, such as regular grids [5],

[6], kd-trees [7], [8], and bounding box hierarchies [9],

[10] to mention but a few. Basically, these enhancements

provide a rather conservative criterion that allows the

rendering algorithm to terminate the testing process, be-

cause the algorithm “knows” that the current ray cannot

hit any other primitives. Experimental evidence suggests

[11], [12] that these enhancements reduce the rendering

time from Ω(n) to about Ω(logn) per ray under certain
favorable conditions. From a practical point of view, this

reduction is significant. However, the literature does not

provide any guarantees that this speedup also holds for

difficult or complex setups. That is, it might happen that

in a particularly complex scene, the rendering time does

grow again and reaches Ω(n) per ray in the worst case.
For the ultimate goal of achieving realtime rendering,

it might be worth to identify the limiting mechanisms.

Section II argues that the sequential nature of currently

available software-centered raytracers constitute a system-

inherent cause for the problems mentioned above. As a

consequence, Section III proposes a parallel hardware

architecture called Constant-Time Raytracing with Em-

bedded Memory Architecture (CREMA). A basic concept

of CREMA is that it fuses memory and processor; the
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Fig. 2. A scene can be represented by a functional model consisting of five processes: camera, ray buffer, geometry calculations, shading, and
display. These have direct counterparts in a generic scene description. In the CREMA architecture, the geometry process is realized in hardware as
a grid of nano processors which pass their results to a selector hierarchy. The nano processors and selectors in turn consist of very simple storage
and calculation modules.

architecture features a large number of very simple pro-

cessing units with very small memory chunks attached

to each of them. This allows the raytracer to perform all

of the intersection tests in parallel, requiring only one

macrocycle.

In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed

hardware architecture, Section IV discusses a prototypical

implementation. The implementation is clocked at 28

MHz and renders images of 256x128 pixels in realtime at

13 frames per second. Finally, Section V concludes with

a brief discussion.

II. SEQUENTIAL RENDERING: A BRIEF REVIEW

This section describes the generic raytracing process

model, and reviews the traditional approach. It then

shortly discusses a number of existing research raytracing

models.

A. The Canonical Rendering Model

On a very abstract level, more or less all raytracers

employ the three modules: (1) the setup module loads

the scene into memory and prepares any auxiliary data

structures; (2) the rendering module creates images; (3)

and finally the modify module takes care of all data

changes and recalculations required in case of dynamic

scene changes.

The rendering module itself can be seen as a model

of the light transfer in a scene. Figure 2 shows a scene,

consisting of a camera as well as some light sources and

objects. The modeling of such a general scene is subdi-

vided into five different functional processes: camera, ray

buffer, geometry, shading, and display.

The camera model is rather simple: for every pixel

on the display, it generates a ray, taking into account

the position and orientation of the camera. In particu-

lar, position and orientation in three dimensions can be

described by a combination of a 3-dimensional camera

position vector and a 3x3 orientation matrix. Then, the ray

generation simplifies to a vector by matrix multiplication:

the starting point of the ray is the position of the camera

and the direction of the ray is the canonical ray direction

multiplied by the orientation matrix.

The ray buffer holds the rays that are shot into the

scene and have not yet been processed. It contains rays



generated by the camera as well as any secondary rays

that the shading engine shoots into the scene. The ray

buffer passes these rays one by one to the geometry

engine.

The geometry engine gets a ray from the ray buffer and

uses an internal data structure to find the first intersection

of the ray with a primitive. It passes the result on to the

shading engine.

The shading engine takes the intersection from the

geometry engine and evaluates the lighting model consid-

ering the light sources in order to generate and shoot any

resulting secondary rays. The shading calculations [13],

[14] can be quite complex and as such their description is

beyond the scope of this paper. With respect to CREMA,

at least any physically plausible lighting model based on

the rendering equation is feasible. After generating all the

secondary rays, the shading engine writes the results to

the display at that pixel that corresponds to the primary

ray previously generated by the camera.

B. The Sequential Rendering Approach

Any software implementation must map the raytracer’s

modules onto a physical machine, normally consisting of

a processor, memory, and a communication bus. Figure 3

shows a commonly used raytracing architecture utilizing a

tree-like acceleration data structure. Before the rendering

process can start, the algorithm has to build the data

structure from the actual scene. During rendering, the

processor traverses the data structure for each ray, making

decisions at each node and keeping alternatives on a stack.

If the scene changes between frames, the processor has

to update the data structure accordingly.
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Fig. 3. The hardware for a traditional software raytracing architecture
consists of a CPU, memory, and a memory bus.

The computational complexity of this approach stems

from the fact that only one data access, and hence only

one intersection test, can be made at a time. The data

structures help reduce the number of intersection tests

in many cases, but cannot always guarantee a reduction.

In both the worst and naive cases, all objects must be

tested, which leads to a linear number of data accesses.

Clearly, the sequential nature of this approach limits the

performance of this architecture.

C. Existing Hardware Models

Previous research has proposed several hardware mod-

els for realtime raytracing [15], [16], [17] offering very

good performance for the sample scenes used by exe-

cuting certain software constructs directly in hardware.

However, all of these fundamentally follow the very same

approach described in the previous section and shown in

Figure 3: they use tree-like acceleration structures. This

implies that these hardware models all have a compu-

tational complexity that is inherently higher than O(1)
per ray. Although unproven so far, it is often assumed

that these scale with Ω(logn) per ray. By contrast, the
approach proposed in this paper scales with O(1) per ray.

III. CREMA: A PARALLEL HARDWARE RENDERER

As the review in Section II has indicated, the sequential

memory accesses and data processing requires an execu-

tion time of about Ω(logn) to Ω(n) per ray, depending
on whether or not the raytracer can resort to appropriate

scene-dependent accelerators. By contrast, this section

describes CREMA, a new hardware architecture that pro-

cesses all of the n intersection tests in parallel. Provided

that the hardware features a sufficiently large number

of processing elements, rendering is accomplished in

constant time O(1) per ray. The design of CREMA has
drawn some inspiration from an early approach [18], that

was discarded at that time. The remainder of this section

describes CREMA and its main processing elements in

full detail.

A. The System Architecture: Overview

The modules setup, render, and modify of the canon-

ical raytracer are still executed sequentially, whereas the

processes making up the actual rendering module are

working fully parallel. First of all, the scene is setup by

distributing the primitives to dedicated nano processors,

just like storing them in a memory chip. Afterwards, the

scene is rendered by the raytracer. Finally, the scene or

parts of it can be modified between frames in the same

way the scene was originally loaded into memory.

Figure 2 also shows the refinement of the raytracing

process. It comprises of the five processes camera, ray

buffer, geometry, shading, and display. Each of these

raytracing processes is mapped onto a distinct hardware

module. The camera module generates rays and feeds

each of them to the ray buffer. At the same time, the

ray buffer distributes a selected ray to all of the the nano

processors, which forward their results to a hierarchy of

selectors. These selectors propagate their selections from

one level to the next, resulting in one distinct result,

which is passed on to the shading module. All hardware

modules work simultaneously and their data exchanges

are clocked. The shading module is the only exception,

since it must be able to pass multiple rays to the ray buffer

within one macrocycle.

B. Design of the Nano Processor

For every incoming ray, each of the nano processors

calculates whether or not the ray hits its stored triangle.

In case of an intersection, the nano processor further

calculates the triangle’s distance to the ray’s starting point.

This is done with a variant of the ray-triangle intersection

test initially developed by Segura and Feito [19].
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Fig. 4. The ray PQ, the triangle ABC, and the three tetrahedrons PQAB, PQCA, and PQBC. If all three tetrahedron’s volumes have the same sign,
the ray intersects the triangle.

The intersection test is illustrated in Figure 4, which

shows a ray PQ and a triangle ABC. Taking the two

ray points P and Q as well as any two of the triangle’s

vertices, three tetrahedrons PQAB, PQBC, and PQCA can

be formed.

The test then determines the signs of the three tetrahe-

drons’ volumes. If all three signs are identical, the ray hits

the triangle. The ordering of the vertices is important -

switching two vertices inverts the sign of the tetrahedron’s

volume.

The test therefore calculates for the first tetrahedron:

sign(V (P,Q,A,B)) = sign
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Equation (1) is known as the volume equation and can be

evaluated solely with multipliers and adders.

In case of an intersection, the nano processor has to

further calculate the distance of its intersection to the ray’s

starting point P. Generally, the distance t at which the ray

hits the triangle can be calculated from the plane and ray

equations. With A denoting one of the triangle’s vertices,

N denoting the triangle normal, and P and Q denoting

distinct points on the ray, the distance can be determined

as follows:

(X −A)∗N = 0 X = P+ t ∗ (Q−P),

thus arriving at the distance equation

⇒ t =
NA−NP

NQ−NP
. (2)

C. Design of the Selector

After all nano processors have performed their inter-

section tests and have done - as far as necessary - their

distance calculations, the selection hierarchy is imple-

mented as a binary tree of simple comparator/multiplexer

modules.

That is, a selector compares two inputs ti and t j accord-

ing to Equation (2), and sets its output o=min{ti,t j} to
the minimum of the inputs. The comparison can be done

in two different ways: either the selector can compare

distances itself. In that case, the nano processors would

have to perform the division. Or, the selectors can use the

enumerator and denominator of Equation (2) directly as

follows:

ti =
NiAi−NiP

NiQ−NiP
=
ai

bi
, t j =

N jA j−N jP

N jQ−N jP
=
a j

b j
.

The case bi,b j > 0 is then handled as follows:

ti =
ai

bi
, t j =

a j

b j
, bi,b j > 0

ti < t j ⇔ aib j−a jbi < 0 . (3)

This can be represented as the sign of the determinant of

the matrix of ti and t j. If bi,b j > 0 and the sign

sign
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is positive, then ti < t j and the i
th triangle is hit before

the jth triangle; vice versa if the sign is negative. The

generalization to all other cases is straightforward. If one

of bi or b j is negative, the selector has to flip the sign

before the test.

It follows that the volume equation (1), the enumerator

and denominator of the distance equation (2), as well as

the selection equation (3) can all be evaluated by the same

multiply-and-accumulate logic, which greatly reduces the

number of required logic elements.

D. Summary

This section introduced the core concepts of CREMA.

Its main property is a grid of very small, rather rudimen-

tary, nano processors, which all simultaneously determine

whether or not the current ray hits their respective trian-

gles. Then, a binary tree of selection modules determines

the triangle that is closest to the ray’s origin. After an

initial delay of τ ∼ log2 n, CREMA yields one result per
macrocycle, since the processing of all intersection tests

is done in parallel.

This approach amounts to a massively parallel single

instruction multiple data (SIMD) architecture, which, in

a sense, corresponds to developments in the area of ultra-

high performance computing [20], [21], [22].

IV. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the hardware implementation of

the raytracing grid, i.e., the nano processors and selectors.

From a technical point of view, CREMA is best im-

plemented as an ASIC with embedded DRAM. ASIC

designs, however, are way too expensive for University

research. Therefore this paper uses a much cheaper field-

programmable gate array (FPGA) prototype, that is based

on a Xilinx Virtex-E 1000 chip. Even though the number

of triangles is severely limited due to the small FPGA



Fig. 5. This figure shows an image of the FPGA prototype rendering
a simple scene in realtime.

size, the prototype allows for the validation of the basic

concepts.

The prototype renders images of 256x128 pixels and

outputs them to a VGA monitor in real time. Even with

a clock rate as slow as 28 MHz, the prototype already

renders 13 frames per second. It renders only primary

rays with simple shading: either depth-based coloring, or

shading based on one light source and an approximation

of the Banks [23] reflection model.

A. Latency

Latency is defined as the time the architecture requires

to fully process every single ray. In software, the latency τ

is strongly linked to the throughput p= 1/τ . For example,

if a ray takes τ(n) = Ω(logn) time of being processed,
the maximum throughput is p(n) = O(1/ logn) rays per
time unit. In the parallel raytracer architecture CREMA,

the performance figures are different. The latency, as

illustrated in Figure 6, originates from both: the nano

processors and the selection hierarchy. Clearly, the total

latency is Θ(1+ log2 n) = Θ(logn).
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Fig. 6. An illustration showing the sources of latency in CREMA:
the nano processors (NP), and the selectors. The latency of all nano
processors is independent of the actual number, i.e., constant; the latency
of all selectors is logarithmic.

In CREMA, the geometry processing operates as a

pipeline. The nano processors calculate a ray-triangle

intersection test, and simultaneously every selector cal-

culates a distance selection test. The architecture simul-

taneously processes log2 n rays in total, and provides

one result every k clock cycles. The throughput is thus

Θ(1/k) = Θ(1) rays per time unit, i.e., it does not depend
on the scene complexity or pipeline length.

The prototype has a latency of 64 clock cycles for each

nano processor and each selector. It thus generates one

pixel result per 64 clock cycles.

B. Chip Area

In a software architecture, both CPU and memory

require silicon area. The size of the CPU is independent

of the scene complexity, or in other words, any scene can

be processed by the same CPU. The memory size, on the

other hand, is dependent on the scene complexity. It is

not possible to handle arbitrarily large scenes with the

same amount of memory. For a scene with n triangles,

the memory has to have at least Ω(n) memory cells
just for the triangles. In addition, a software raytracer

needs storage space for the acceleration structure, which

amounts to Θ(n) cells in the best possible case.
CREMA requires silicon area for the CPU, the nano

processors, and the selectors. Since the CPU is much

simpler than in the traditional architecture, the total silicon

area has to account for the nano processors and selectors.

For n triangles, the architecture has to employ n nano

processors and n− 1 selectors, which also amounts to
Θ(n) of silicon area.
In an ASIC design, each nano processor contains 960

bits of memory per two triangles (storing every triangle

explicitly at 32 bit float precision requires 576 bit). Each

nano processor requires roughly 64 full adders, 64 xor

gates, and 128 D-flip-flops. Each selector requires 256

bit of intermediate storage and roughly 64 full adders, 64

xor gates, 128 D-flip-flops, and 64 2-bit multiplexers.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has argued that the runtime of software ray-

tracers is bound to the sequential nature of conventional

CPU/memory-based architectures. And even though many

acceleration data structures are able to significantly speed

up raytracers under certain favorable conditions, current

research cannot give any performance guarantees. Even

though existing rendering hardware accelerates the render-

ing process by directly executing software constructs in

hardware, they do not escape from the inherent software

bounds of at least O(logn) per ray.
As an alternative, this paper has proposed a new parallel

hardware rendering architecture, called CREMA, that

processes all the time consuming rendering operations

fully in parallel; regardless of the scene’s complexity

and size, CREMA requires only constant processing time

O(1) per ray. It thus yields a significant improvement over
existing hardware and software approaches.

Since ASIC designs are way too expensive for regular

University research, this paper has also presented a proto-

typical implementation that is based on the Xilinx Virtex-

E 1000 field-programmable gate array. This prototype is

clocked at 28 MHz and yields 256x128 pixels at a rate

of 13 images per second.

The current implementation indicates several options

for further improvements. Future research will thus be

devoted to further simplifications (in terms of hardware

resources) of the intersection tests. Furthermore, it will



explore to what extent the parallel hardware raytracer

would benefit from the incorporation of traditional ac-

celeration data structures. Ultimately, future research will

aim to develop a fully ASIC-based implementation that

renders practically relevant scene and image sizes.
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